
Ross nardhall 
	 5/6/95 

22407 4th St., 
Rewhall, LA 91321 

Dear Ross, 

I have no fobtage of myself that is not the property at someone else. 

I have only some of what you may have seen. And it is just stteked, not organirzed 

in any way. eio, I do not have the right to give that to anyone to use anYweV. 

I am willing to be interviewed on care. I have only one stipulation: that 14ot4 

be used to give any of what I regard as the nuttinss credibility. 

As I may have told you, I keep convoluted hours. I must be abed before06 pm 

and it takes a little time for me to get ready. 

Best, 
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.tetionitzin Obits ,q)tarietelioo, 
22407 4th SL, Newhall, Ca. 91321 

a. 91331 	g TUT40/4TACE 

President: Daryl Carstensen 	 Sear my. Ross Marshall 	1-80S-25S-2=1  

7627 Old Receiver Rd., 
Frederick, Maryland. 21702 

Dear Harold Weisberg; 
EXOTIC FILM/VIDEO INTERVIEWS AND FOOTAGE SEARCH ] 

i,e, In your case, J.F.K. Research interviews etc. 
(All get credit and some pay) 

Let me introduce myself. My name is Ross Marshall  and I am the Co-
Partner in ownership of the above Corporation, Daryl Carstensen. We 
produce Motion Pictures (B-Feature Horror and Dark Comedies for now), 
Educational, and Documentaries and other radical shorts and cassette market 
features. 

What I would like for you to help us with, is materials and data to work 
with, preferably Video interviews, video shots of any controversial subjects. 
If you don't have any, make some with your video recorder, if you have 
something to say or reveal. Personal Political statments and viewpoints, 
inside information, testimonies etc, are especially important. 

I myself am a JFK Assassination Follower and have studied and 
researched many other topics for the past 15 years. I am in the process of 
gathering as much video footage as possible, for an up coming video T.V. 
documentary. Hopefully, I can get the footage without having to fly out and 
interview you with our own Broadcast Video equipment. It gets expensive 
flying around the country hauling Video Cameras around. Not that we would 
not do it. 

If you have ANY footage of interviews of yourself, or of others on 
important discussions, any radicals or liberals of moderates giving opinions, 
etc, U.F.O. footage, Moon base and alien snap shots or video footage on any 
strange things, like a Big Foot looking in through your window, please send 
them, with a release paper or contract stating what you want for the use of 
the footage or segment of footage, then we will negotiate over the phone 
about the use of the footage, pay, etc. 

We, Daryl and I, are putting together a series of Documentaries or 2 hour 
Features for cassette market, and need ALL the footage we can get. We are 
low budget at the moment, but that doesn't mean we can't work up a contract 



that gets you some pay from/ alter our Distributional incomes come in from 
the video sales. We will not use anything without a contract written 
permission first. We don't want Law Suits. I believe both you and I prefer to  
MAKE money. rather than spend it / Let's work together/ / / 9?7  

Please call, write, or send your materials with your agreements 
requirements, and we will either use what we edit in, or negotiate what you 
desire as the footage, and the royalty equity contract. I will emphasis, We do 
not do business unless we all are happy ON CONTRACT! / 

We are a legitimate Corporation, listed on 'Dun and Bradstreet' and will be 
please to work with you all, so we can all get "a little piece of the action". 
Again, we are not rich, but some pay is possible, somehow. 

Please send "any quality' resolution video footage you have, on any 
subject of controversy that is shocking and/or horrible. ALL WILL GET 
SCREEN CREDITS (if you so desire) AND A. VIDEO COPY (of the 
production that we use your footage in), AND CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS LISTING PERCENT POINTS, ALL IN CONTRACT 
FORM. We will not use anything until contracts are signed first. Send to 
Ross S. Marshall: Secretary and Co-Producer: 22407 4th St., Newhall, Ca. 
91321 1-805-255-2497. 

.5921 
Ross Marshall, 4-29-95 	.1  

P. S. Maybe we could an-ange a meeting, fly up and interview you fort a few 
hours on tape and, when edited, we give you a percent  of the documentary? 

gaekr2 coo, 

Sincerely, 


